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Abstract. Inferential statistics is a frequent task in several ﬁelds such
as HCI, Psychology, and Medicine. Research shows that inferential statistics is often used incorrectly because the underlying statistical concepts
are misunderstood. From interviews with students in an HCI lab, we ﬁnd
that, in addition to theoretical knowledge of statistics, novice analysts
require statistical know-how, i.e., practical knowledge of how various
data characteristics are inter-related and how they inﬂuence signiﬁcance
test selection and statistics, to analyze data. However, current learning
resources such as books and online searches are not adequate to help learn
statistical know-how. As a possible solution, we present StatPlayground,
an interactive web app that supports exploratory learning of statistical
know-how. StatPlayground does this by allowing users to modify data
via direct-manipulation of visualizations, to see how those changes aﬀect
other data characteristics such as the shape of the distribution and variance of the data, as well as the resulting signiﬁcance test and statistics
such as eﬀect size and p-value. StatPlayground can be combined with traditional teaching methods and can help prepare students for real-world
analysis. Our evaluation of StatPlayground with graduate students shows
the potential of StatPlayground to help learn statistical know-how and
design implications for simulation tools for learning statistics.
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· Exploratory learning ·

Introduction

Inferential statistics is used to validate experimental ﬁndings in several scientiﬁc ﬁelds such as HCI [6], Medicine [2], and Psychology [1]. Over the past two
decades, however, research has shown that inferential statistics is often used
incorrectly [6,16,19]. A potential reason is the lack of adequate understanding
of statistical concepts [6,14,28].
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To understand how students prepare to do statistical analysis, we interviewed
twelve students (undergraduate, graduate, and doctoral) from the HCI research
lab at our university who analyze real-world data. We found that, while students had formal training in statistics, they had to learn practical statistics and
statistical tool usage in order to perform analysis. We refer to this practical
knowledge of statistics as statistical know-how. Examples include understanding the inﬂuence of outliers on the shape of a distribution, knowledge of which
test to perform when data has a uniform distribution, and understanding how
data transformations could aﬀect test selection and statistics. Resources that
students use in order to prepare to do analysis either do not help gather statistical know-how or are often inaccurate and untrustworthy. Furthermore, with
these resources, applying the knowledge to the context of their own analysis was
reported to be diﬃcult.
As a potential solution to help students learn statistical know-how, we introduce StatPlayground. StatPlayground is a web app that visualizes hypothetical
data, computes the inferential statistics automatically by checking the assumptions of the data, and visualizes the results. Users manipulate the data to see
how this aﬀects other data characteristics and the resulting statistics in real time.
E.g., adding an outlier to a distribution that is normally distributed, might result
in the distribution being no longer normal, and the selection of a non-parametric
test. StatPlayground facilitates exploratory learning to help users construct their
own statistical know-how at their own pace. Unlike current statistical simulations
that focus on few concepts, StatPlayground can help users understand how several statistical concepts are interrelated. Although statistical signiﬁcance testing
is still the most common analysis method in HCI, it does suﬀer from methodological issues [10,19]. For this reason, StatPlayground supports frequently used
signiﬁcance tests, but encourages the use of methods considered more meaningful
such as eﬀect-size and 95% conﬁdence intervals [9].
This paper contributes the following: (1) Results of a formative study that
informs us about current statistical practice in HCI, (2) StatPlayground, a web
application for exploratory learning of statistical know-how, and (3) ﬁndings
from a preliminary user study to validate StatPlayground and the resulting
design implications for teaching statistics using simulations.

2

Motivation and Related Work

We ﬁrst describe the formative study that motivated StatPlayground and then
discuss prior research in statistical education, simulations, and direct manipulation techniques.
2.1

Motivational Study: Statistical Practice in HCI Research

While previous research has investigated how students learn statistics in schools,
not much is known about how students in universities prepare for a real-world
analysis task. To investigate this, we interviewed 12 students (3 female) from the
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local HCI lab. Our participants include two undergraduate, eight graduate, and
two doctoral students. All participants but one had performed at least one analysis in the past two months (median = 10 days). Three participants had ongoing
analysis during the time period of our study, which we observed. On average,
interviews lasted 45 min and observations lasted 1 hour. We analyzed the transcripts and observation videos by applying the contextual design methodology
[4]. While our sampling accounts for variations in participants’ educational background and experience, it is limited to HCI domain. The major ﬁndings from
our study are:
Formal Education is Not Adequate for Real-World Analysis: We found
that although students had taken a statistical course earlier, most (11/12) had
to learn statistics again before working on a real-world analysis task. This might
be because statistical courses tend to teach predominantly theoretical concepts.
To perform real-world analysis, students gather two types of knowledge: statistical know-how and statistical tool usage. Statistical know-how, as we discussed
earlier, involves an understanding of how various statistical concepts are interrelated. “Which test should I apply here?”, “How do outliers aﬀect my distribution?”, and “What happens if my data is left skewed?” are some examples of
statistical know-how students reported having to learn before conducting analysis.
Current Resources Do Not Help Learn Statistical Know-How: Students
reported resorting to just-in-time learning of statistics to gather statistical knowhow. As a result, traditional learning methods like books, lecture slides, and
online courses, while considered useful, were reported to be infeasible to help
prepare to do statistics. Students reported that, while using these resources,
they had to spend too much time to identify information that is relevant for
their analysis. Tutorials like ps4hci1 and hcistats2 helped learn tool usage, but
not statistical know-how. On the other hand, online searches and web articles
helped students answer speciﬁc questions about statistical know-how, but often
had inaccurate or unreliable information. Even when students found reliable
sources, they had to apply the knowledge in those sources to the context of their
analysis, which is not straightforward.
2.2

Statistical Literacy and Principles in Statistical Education

Prior research in statistical education has shown that active learning tools can
beneﬁt students. E.g., Garﬁeld suggests that instructors should allow students
to construct knowledge of statistical concepts on their own based on prior knowledge [14]. Learning tools that facilitate this should allow students’ guesses and
predictions to be confronted with actual results through real-time feedback. In
a similar vein, Biehler also recommends the use of a ‘sandbox’ tool that allows
students to explore statistical concepts by themselves [5]. Furthermore, StatPlayground has the potential to help students gain the ability to make sense of
1
2
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statistical information [11], the ability to identify the relationships between statistical concepts [14], have better data awareness [23], and understand statistical
procedures better [13], all of which are considered to be key skills a statistician
should have.
2.3

Simulations

The use of simulations for learning is not novel. E.g., simulations have been
used to teach electrical circuits [7] and mathematics [22]. In statistical education, Rice Virtual Lab in Statistics3 , Seeing Theory4 , and Wise Interface for
Statistical Education5 are some prominent simulations. While research on the
eﬀectiveness of simulations on statistical education is sparse, there are some
promising results. Simulations lead to better learning outcomes in comparison
to traditional teaching methods [27]. But there is a caveat—not all simulations
are eﬀective; their design and how they are used play a critical role. E.g., students learn better from simulations when they are given appropriate questions
to answer [17].
StatPlayground extends current statistical simulation tools in two ways.
First, while current simulations focus on teaching a few statistical concepts,
StatPlayground can help users understand how several statistical concepts are
inter-related. This helps users gain a more holistic understanding of statistical
concepts. Second, current simulations are rigid —they depict one example under
certain ﬁxed conditions. As a result, the knowledge transfer from simulations
to the context of user’s own analysis could be tedious and lead to further complications. StatPlayground allows for more ﬂexibility by allowing the user to
shape the data in several ways: Change the distribution type, change measures
of central tendency and spread, add or remove individual data points, etc.
2.4

Direct Manipulation of Visualizations

In StatPlayground, users directly manipulate visualizations to modify data characteristics. Direct manipulation [25] is an established interaction technique that
oﬀers several beneﬁts like real-time feedback and more user engagement [20]. We
used prior research works that utilized direct manipulation successfully to manipulate data [18,20,24] to design StatPlayground. E.g., foreshadowing, a technique
we use in StatPlayground to provide feedforward to the user to preview resulting
statistics (see Fig. 3), is inspired by OctoPocus [3] and Design by Dragging [8].

3

System Design

We used an iterative design process to develop StatPlayground6 . Initially, a
proof-of-concept prototype was evaluated with ﬁve experts, all of whom have at
3
4
5
6

http://onlinestatbook.com/rvls.html.
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Fig. 1. StatPlayground contains three main panels: distribution generator (a), which
can be used to generate the common data distributions by specifying parameters;
results (e), which display the results of the current data conﬁguration; plot, which uses
box plot to visualize data distributions. Additionally, StatPlayground visualizes other
data characteristics: shape of the distribution (d), homogeneity of the variances (b),
and experimental design (c).

least two years of experience performing analysis; two experts teach statistics
to undergraduate students. As a result of this evaluation, we identiﬁed features
to be added to and removed from StatPlayground as well as some usability
improvements.
Layout: StatPlayground has three panels: data generation (Fig. 1a), plot, and
results (Fig. 1e). To begin with, the user generates common distributions like
normal, uniform, and binomial distributions by setting the relevant parameters
in the data generation panel. The generated data is then visualized as a box plot
that shows the mean, median, inter-quartile range, and outliers of the distribution, as well as the conﬁdence interval of the mean. Other data characteristics
that inﬂuence inferential statistics are also visualized: shape of the distribution
as a histogram curve (Fig. 1d), variance of each distribution as an animated
bar chart at the top-left corner (Fig. 1b), and experimental design of the factor
(Fig. 1c).
Interaction Design: Users interact with the plots in StatPlayground through
direct manipulation. Click-and-dragging interface elements modiﬁes the underlying data e.g., click-dragging a mean modiﬁes the underlying mean of a distribution by modifying individual data points. Users can also create or delete data
by clicking on either side of the whiskers and by clicking on an existing data
point respectively. E.g., Fig. 3 (left) shows the interface after an outlier has been
added; the histogram curve now indicates that the test for normality has failed.
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Fig. 2. Left: Users can create, edit, or delete data by directly interacting with the
boxplot. Here, the user clicks to create an outlier. StatPlayground visualizes the change
in data characteristics: the measures of central tendency shifts and the distribution is
no longer normal! Right: StatPlayground uses progressive disclosure to reveal detailed
information. User hovers over interface elements to view tooltips.

To avoid cluttering the interface, StatPlayground uses progressive disclosure to
provide information on demand. E.g., hovering over any data point shows the
characteristic and value (Fig. 3 bottom-right) and hovering over the histogram
curve reveals statistics (Fig. 3 top-right).
Hovering over interface elements for 2 s shows ﬁne-level controls that can be
used to lock/unlock and set the range of values for data characteristics. This
can be used to ask more ﬁne-grained, what-if questions like “Would the eﬀect
size of this comparison of two distributions increase even if the means of both
distributions remain the same i.e., locked?” Additionally, during direct manipulation, StatPlayground visualizes possible results the user can expect to reach
along the path of her manipulation via foreshadowing. E.g., in Fig. 3, the user
is click-dragging the mean of a distribution further away from the other distribution and foreshadowing helps see that moving them closer results in smaller
eﬀect sizes.
Statistical Computations in StatPlayground: Computing descriptive and
inferential statistics from data is done mostly natively via JavaScript libraries7 .
However, inverse-computation of potential datasets from given inferential
statistics (p-value, eﬀect size), used in foreshadowing, is an interesting nondeterministic problem that has not been solved earlier. Prior research [21] is
limited to inverse computation of datasets from descriptive statistics, not inferential statistics. Therefore, we built a Python package, Cheno 8 to perform inversecomputations of data from inferential statistics.

7
8

https://github.com/pieterprovoost/jerzy, https://jstat.github.io.
Cheno is an anagram of Cohen, a famous statistician who pioneered statistical power
and eﬀect size. See supplements.
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Fig. 3. StatPlayground uses feedforward to help users preemptively view statistical
results. Left: Two distributions are being compared; user changes the mean of the
distribution above by click-dragging it towards the mean of the distribution below.
Middle and right: Feedforward elements indicate various eﬀect sizes that would
result upon further dragging.

4

Evaluation

We evaluated StatPlayground holistically to gauge its potential to help learn
practical statistics.
Participants: 13 participants (4 female) volunteered to take part in the study.
All participants are university students and have taken an introductory statistics
course and/or performed an analysis earlier.
Procedure: Participants were presented with a hypothetical dataset and a set
of questions to answer using StatPlayground. Questions were story-driven e.g.,
“assume that of all participants in a text-entry experiment, one participant has
practiced touch-typing; how does she (i.e., the outlier) aﬀect your analysis?”
Follow-up questions were used to test if the participant was able to understand a
concept that had come up earlier. We used a question-driven approach instead of
open-ended exploration to motivate our participants. Participants were encouraged to think-aloud and we captured the audio and screen of the session.
Findings and Discussion: By analysing the collected data, we identiﬁed
instances where StatPlayground helped participants gather statistical know-how
e.g., how the measures of central tendency (mean, median) and spread (variance)
inﬂuence the shape of the distribution, how eﬀect sizes work in comparison to
p-values, and how conﬁdence intervals work. Participants found StatPlayground
to be easy to use and fun. P 3 compared StatPlayground to traditional learning methods, commenting “this is a more intuitive way of grasping the concepts
and understanding how they relate to each other.” P 13 mentioned that if she
were to continue using this tool, she could even predict the statistics from box
plots. Nevertheless, some participants required more help than what was provided in the tutorial to understand certain concepts. Some participants also had
diﬃculty using and interpreting ﬁne-level control and homogeneity of variances
graph respectively. We have since modiﬁed the app based on their feedback.
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Implications and Future Work

Interaction Modes: Participants had varied motivation levels. Some participants were quite adventurous and explored StatPlayground without many
prompts, while others were cautious (“I could trial and error, but I am not sure
whether what I observe will be interesting.” -P 7). StatPlayground could cater to
both of these target user groups. Cautious novices could use StatPlayground in
a guided mode, where the interaction is driven by our prompts e.g., as in-place
embellishments in visualizations [26]. More adventurous users and experts, e.g.,
course instructors, could use StatPlayground in an unguided mode to learn and
teach statistical concepts. Before using StatPlayground in a classroom, however,
instructors should use prior research on statistical education [12,28] to design
the prompts.
Help Compare Statistical Analysis Paradigms: During our study, we
observed that participants compared the beneﬁt of eﬀect size and p-values, particularly noting how eﬀect size tends to be less binary than p-values. StatPlayground could thus be used as a platform to compare paradigms of statistical
methods e.g., Bayesian vs. frequentist inference.
Possible Misuse: Although StatPlayground is intended to be used as a learning tool, few participants wondered whether StatPlayground could be used for
analyzing their own data e.g., as a quick-and-dirty way to pilot test analysis.
However, since StatPlayground allows users to modify their data characteristics,
using it for real-world analysis could lead the user to wander down the “garden of forking paths” [15]; the user would not be able to diﬀerentiate between
exploratory and conﬁrmatory analyses. To avoid this, StatPlayground currently
does not allow users to work with their data.

6

Conclusion

We presented StatPlayground, an exploratory learning interface that allows students to construct their own understanding of statistical know-how by directly
interacting with the visualization interface. While the user study indicates beneﬁts of such an approach, future work can evaluate its eﬀect on learning outcomes
and statistical practice. Such exploratory learning interfaces provide an immersive, self-paced medium to bridge the gap between knowing the concepts in
theory and applying them to a real-world problem. We are working on making
StatPlayground available online at hci.rwth-aachen.de/statplayground.
Acknowledgements. We would like to thank Nur Hamdan and Chat Wacharamanotham for their valuable feedback during the course of this project.
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